New Moon Ritual
Each month, that’s approximately every 29 days. a new cycle begins. During one lunar cycle, the moon moves through 4 distinct phases, or quarters. Many consider the
New moon the beginning of a new cycle (13 per year), the waxing phase (as lunar light grows and rises so doe our energy builds). This is the time for processing and
creating . The full moon is time for high energy, sociable times, full of illumination, clarity and release. As the moon reduces/ wanes (i.e. between full moon and the dark
moon) lunar supports a period for going “inward”, emotional sensitivity and reflection.
From an esoteric perspective we can work with the moon – Lunar helps us to remain in the present but gently support us in manifesting new beginnings and releasing all
that no longer serves us. The moon symbolises feminine energy and cycles – just as seasons do but moon energy also expands our horizons as it draws upon the
astrological strengths and weaknesses associated with each horoscope. Put simply, lunar energy connects us with “soothing feminine energy” and helps us to view things
philosophically, giving us new perspectives and a better understanding of what’s really going on, rather than what we think we are seeing.






Expands self-awareness, so we can see our weaknesses and strengths and accept ourselves just as we are.
Reignites faith by showing us the bigger picture enabling us to see things with meaning and purpose
Inspires us to explore new horizons, spreading our wings and trying something new. It can dissolve inhibitions and push us out of our comfort zones.
Enhances intuition
Encourages us to follow our hearts and find adventure.

Ritual
1. Pre meditation breath. Opening the heart. Stepping out of your body to observe.
2. Write down ten things that you are grateful for in your life and spend some time really allowing the gratitude to flow through your body. Write ten things you
would love to create or experience. Do not feel discouraged – this takes courage as emotional defence mechanisms may try to block these dreams! Let your inner
child speak freely.
3. Alongside each dream or inspiration make two columns. In one column write down the thoughts that are preventing you from achieving it and on the other column
the ideas and inspirations on how you are going to overcome or dissolve each barrier.
4. Now allow a period of silence to go deep into your heart and listen to your inner voice. This ritual is all about expressing your truth. The more open and honest you
are with yourself, the easier it is to hear your intuition.
5. Send love and thanks out into the universe. Come back into your body, close your heart chakra and ground. Return to the present when you are ready.
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